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Volcano Electronic Cigarettes have created a product that allows customers to try vaping, but donâ€™t
want to deal with the hassels of the kits.  The all new USA Made Volcano Disposables. These
Disposables are small and simple, perfect for those first time vapers who want to switch to vaping.
Volcano Ecigs offers Americaâ€™s Best Electronic Cigarette in itâ€™s most simplest form.

The new Disposable Ecigs have many things to offer new vapers. They are handy, and easily
managed, as they do not include all the bits and pieces  of a Kit from Volcano. These disposables
include only a Battery and a Pre-filled Cartomizer. The Disposables come in either Menthol or
Tobacco flavoring, and in either Zero, light-flavoring, or full flavoring, giving the customer simplicity
as well as good variety.   Although it may not look it, this Disposable Ecig gives you vapor that lasts
up to 2 packs of a normal cigarette. These Pre-filled cartomizers contains 1ml of the highest quality,
USA made Eliquid. Unlike all the unhealthy chemicals and ingredients that come with analog
cigarettes, our USA Made Eliquid contains only the highest grade Nicotine, Propylene Glycol, and
vegetable Glycerin. The Volcano Disposable Ecigs conatains no tar, no smoke, and no ashes. With
Volcanoâ€™s new USA made Disposable Ecigs, you get the look and feel of a regular cigarette without
any of the hassles or chemicals.

The Volcano Disposable Ecig is great quality at a great price. The convenience of this product allow
the new vaper to try a easy and satifying new way of vaping, all for a great price. The Volcano
Disposableâ€™s come at a great, low price of only $12.99. They can also be found at stores such as
Walmart, K-Mart, and 7-11. Volcano Disposables also are a great product if you are interested in
wholesale. We recently introduced them to customers at our Volcano Pool Party and they were a
great hit. If you are interested in Wholesale from Volcano send us a email to
Wholesale@Volcanoecigs.com for more information.

The all new Volcano Disposable Electronic Cigarettes are great for people who donâ€™t want to empty
their wallets for a quality Vapor experience. Volcano Disposables are convenient, affordable, and as
always, great quality. This e-cigarette joins Volcano in their quest to bring new vapers the best
alternative to smoking. Other Kits sold by Volcano are their New Express Starter Kits, Volcano,
Magma, and Inferno Kits for the more advanced and long-term vapers.
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Joe Volcano - About Author:
Joe Volcano and Magma Mike are the owner of Volcano Fine a Electronic Cigarettes, creators of
Americasâ€™ finest a electronic cigarettes. These Volcano themed names originated  in the Volcano
Community. The online Vapers in the Volcano Ecigs Chat Room and Forums started coming up with
Volcano themed names such as Jonny Lava, Lava Larry, and Madame Pele. Joe and Mike thought
of the best names out there, that they could use when communicating  with the vapers on the
forums and chat rooms. Thatâ€™s where the names, Joe Volcano and Magma Mike were born.

Joe Volcano and Magma Mike both were born and raised in Hawaii, where they now do business
out of.  Joe and Mike have much experience with marketing and website development, and it
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shows. Unlike most ecig companies that have a long and extensive record with affiliates online, they
have been able to create one of the largest online a e-cig companies from scratch, Joe Volcano and
Magma Mike have been building the largest Vapor community out there, starting with an Online
Vapor community, Vapor Lounge, a Vapor CafÃ©, and even Vapor Kiosks. â€œWe have plans on
developing many more social interactions in the future to get this community together to show
America how fast this craze is getting, and how permanent it will be.â€•

The support of the customers help to ensure their success.  â€œThey believe in the company, and itâ€™s
products.â€• Itâ€™s not hard to see why when customer service has been the highest priority of Joe and
Mikeâ€™s.  Joe Volcano and Magma Mike have built Volcano a Ecigs successfully sticking to the values
of Customer Satisfaction, and have done everything to ensure quality products and Customer
Service for their customers. Together with their shared expertise in the business, and resolve to
make the best a Electronic Cigarette vaping experience for their customers, Joe Volcano and
Magma Mike have created a successful business that is sure to stick around for decades. 
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